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A PET IS FOR LIFE!
In the build up to Christmas, it’s important to
remember the Dog’s Trust slogan “A dog is for life,
not just for Christmas” – but this goes for all pets! As
much as a new puppy or kitten would brighten up
your Christmas day, rescue centres are still seeing a
large number of new pets needing to be rehomed in
January and February after the festive season, when
the merit of owning a new pet has worn thin.

If you are thinking about getting a new pet, make
sure you do your research so you can make an
informed decision. There is a huge amount of
variation between the work load needed for
certain pets and breeds of pet, so make sure it
will fit into your busy schedule! Make sure that
children are well informed and educated on how
to care for pets, no matter how big or small –
even a hamster has daily requirements!
Christmas will always be an exciting time
in any household – plenty of
celebrations, family gatherings and
festivities. Any new pet will need time to
get used to the normal family life so give
your new pet a chance. Know when the
time is right to get your new friend and
remember the slogan, “A dog is for life,
not just for Christmas”.
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WINTER PET SAFTEY!

As winter is well and truly with us, we thought we would remind you of some key points for taking extra care
for your pets during the cold weather and festive period.

Some cats and dogs may not be very keen to go out in bad weather, and therefore spend more time indoors at
this time of year. It is important to encourage play to keep them active and occupied during this time. With cats
it would be ideal for them to have the choice to go outside or not, with a cat
flap, however if that is not possible and they do go out, then it is a good idea
to provide a warm, dry place outside for them to shelter in once they have
had enough, if you are not around to let them in. If your dog is still keen to
go out on walks then make sure they are suitably prepared for the
weather, short coated breeds may benefit from jumpers/coats.
Try to avoid letting your dog off lead near frozen lakes and rivers to avoid
the risk of falling through the ice. Once back from a walk it is important to check your dog’s paws to prevent ice
balls building up between their pads and wash off any salt/grit as this can be irritant to the paws and toxic if
licked off. Remember small pets will need extra care too!
Indoor animals should benefit from central heating but make sure they are not in any direct drafts in the house.
If possible outdoor pets such as guinea pigs and rabbits should be moved to an indoor garage or shed for
protection against the bad weather, however if this is not possible providing extra insulation for their hutch is
advised. A few good ideas would be to use old duvets or blankets to cover the hutch (followed by a tarpaulin or
other waterproof layer), providing extra bedding material, or even using cardboard boxes within their hutch
with bedding stuffed between its sides and the outer wall of the hutch providing insulation. With all this it is
important to remember they do need to be well ventilated and do keep a close eye on water bottles and bowls
to make sure they do not freeze over and your pets have constant access to fresh water.
There are some particular hazards at this time of year to be aware of.
As mentioned, salt and grit from the roads can irritate your pets paws
and sometimes cause toxicity if licked off so do wash your pets paws
when they come back inside. It is sensible to always check under
your car before starting it up, to make sure no cats are hiding to keep
warm, and always clear up any anti-freeze immediately as this is highly
toxic to animals!

We hope you and your pets enjoy the festive period while keeping safe.
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HELPING WILDLIFE IN WINTER!
We are particularly lucky in Dorset that we tend to have many more wildlife visitors to our gardens
than people in some other parts of the country. This means we all have the opportunity to make a
real difference to British wildlife (some of which are facing extinction).
Whether you have a balcony or multiple acres of land, there is something everyone can do to help
our furry, feathered and sometimes slippery friends though the difficult colder months. Some ideas
are:


Offering mealworms and halved apples – these are very popular with thrushes and blackbirds.
 Brushing fallen leaves under hedges and shrubs provides a place for birds and hedgehogs to forage
for insects.
 Leaving out a wet or dry cat/dog food and a dish of water at ground level for hedgehogs.
 Feeding mixed seeds and fat balls in hanging bird feeders.
 Not lighting a bonfire without checking for hedgehogs which may have moved in.
 Breaking ice on water bowls daily and leaving a floating object on the surface to keep a small hole
open.
 Stopping using slug pellets (these can poison hedgehogs who eat more slugs as the weather gets
colder).
 Not cutting back hedges and bushes until the end of winter as they provide shelter for birds.
 Melting the ice on any ponds with warm water or the bottom of a hot pan to allow frogs to breathe.
 Considering installing bat boxes or hedgehog houses (some even come with CCTV which can be
fascinating to watch).
 Leaving small piles of wood and leaves in quiet corners of your garden to provide shelter for small
mammals.
 Donating unwanted blankets, towels or cat/dog food to your local animal rescue centre (they will be
caring for a lot of wildlife this time of year).

What wildlife do you get in your garden? We would love to see some of your photos! Send them in
to office@damoryvets.co.uk to be in with a chance of having your photo on our Facebook page!
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CHRISTMAS AND YOUR PETS!
With the festive period upon us we would like to highlight some of the dangers that come with the festivities at
Christmas time. There will more than likely be an abundance of chocolates, mince pies and Christmas pudding in
the house and we should be mindful of our pets having access to these treats.
CHOCOLATE
Contains theobromine that is highly toxic to dogs even in small amounts.
This can cause tremors, seizures and
problems associated with the heart such as an irregular heartbeat.
Keep chocolate away from dogs this Christmas.
CHRISTMAS PUDDING AND MINCE PIES
These contain raisins, sultanas and currants. All of these ingredients are toxic to dogs. There is no defined
amount that is toxic and even a very small quantity (a few raisins etc) can cause severe kidney failure. They are
often full of fat and suet, this can cause severe stomach upset and could lead to pancreatitis. Ensure these
items are out of reach and ensure if they are ingested that you phone the practice straight away.
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
The added curiosity for pets is the decorations that are placed around the house. Cats and dogs can be easily
occupied with Christmas tree decorations and tinsel however,
be aware that ingesting any of these items could cause danger
to your pets. These items could become stuck in the
gastrointestinal tract and require surgery to remove.
Keep a close eye on your pets this Christmas to help avoid this.
COOKED BONES
Once cooked, bones become brittle and easily splinter. If eaten, large fragments can become stuck causing
obstructions and small fragments can be sharp causing gut irritation and perforation. So when you cook your
Christmas meals ensure the bones and carcasses are taken straight outside into a sealed bin as most cases occur
when dogs raid the bin.
XYLITOL
This is found in many sweets that may be in the house at Christmas. This is highly toxic to dogs and can cause a
release of insulin, resulting in low blood sugar and sometimes liver damage.
Signs can include vomiting, lethargy and seizures. So ensure you keep your sweets off of the floor and away
from your pets!
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We'd like to extend our warm wishes for the festive season to all our
wonderful clients and to thank you for your continued support for the
practice throughout 2018. Keep those mince pies and chocolates away
from your precious pooches and hopefully the season will pass without
major incident!

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
From Dave and Cesar and all the staff at DVC
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.
We are active on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook so if you are
not following us already please do so.

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM!

@damoryvetsdorset

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK!

@damoryvets
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER!

@damoryvets
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